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In the through arch bridges, the suspenders are the key components connecting the arch rib and the bridge deck in the middle,
and their safety is an increasing focus in the field of bridge engineering. In this study, various vehicle traffic flow parameters are
investigated based on the actual vehicle data acquired from the long-term structural health monitoring system of a composite
arch bridge. The representative vehicle types and the probability density functions of several parameters are determined, including
the gross vehicle weight, axle weight, time headway, and speed. A finite element model of the bridge structure is constructed to
determine the influence line of the cable force for various suspenders. A simulated vehicle flow, generated using the Monte Carlo
method, is applied on the influence lines of the target suspender to determine the stress process, and then the stress amplitude
spectrum is obtained based on the statistical analysis of the stress process using the rainflow counting method. The fatigue
performance levels of various suspenders are analyzed according to the Palmgren-Miner linear cumulative damage theory, which
helps to manage the safety of the suspenders.

1. Introduction
The development of national economies depends greatly on
the effectiveness and reliability of infrastructure systems. In
particular, bridges are becoming increasingly important in
ensuring the normal operation of transportation networks.
Therefore, the smooth running of transportation systems
must be facilitated by ensuring the safety of bridge structures.
Bridges are affected by cyclic vehicle loads throughout their
lifetime, which have uncertain effects on bridge structures.
Thus, the fatigue performance of bridge components is very
important for resisting vehicle loads [1]. In arch bridges,
suspenders are key components that connect the arch rib
and the bridge deck in the middle. The dead load and
the live load on the bridge deck pass to the arch rib via
suspenders. The alternating stress produced by vibration due
to vehicles, winds, and earthquakes means that the suspender
may suffer fatigue damage in conditions that are far below
the static intensity [2, 3]. Large-span arch bridges may have

multiple lanes and the amplitude of the stress variation in the
suspender will be greater due to the multilane vehicle loads,
which may damage the entire bridge via invalidation of the
suspenders. Therefore, the fatigue analysis of suspenders in
arch bridges is a major problem, which is being considered
increasingly by engineers.
The key aspect of fatigue analysis for suspenders is determining their stress spectrum. Two main methods are used for
this purpose: obtaining actual measurements from the bridge
and computer-based simulation analysis. Obtaining actual
measurement is time consuming and expensive, and the
number of points that can be measured is limited. In addition,
actual measurements cannot be obtained while a new bridge
is being designed. Thus, simulations are used widely. Traffic
flow and its load effect are random processes; thus the load
effect of vehicle during a time interval is confirmed based on
the simulations of this random process. This is the optimal
method for confirming the load effect of vehicle based on
the simulations of actual traffic data [4–7]. The construction
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Figure 1: Layout of longitudinal section of bridge (m).

of a structure health monitoring system (SHMS) on bridges
[8–10] and the widespread application of weigh-in-motion
(WIM) systems are very helpful for obtaining more actual
traffic data and for developing traffic load models based
on the WIM data [11–15]. Using the WIM data, the traffic
load effect can be calculated accurately, thereby allowing the
prediction of the future load traffic effect and its effect on
bridge performance using relevant theory [16–19].
In this study, based on the vehicle load acquisition system
in the SHMS of a large-span composite arch bridge, the traffic
flow data and a series of traffic flow parameters are obtained,
including the vehicle type classification, gross vehicle weight,
axle weight, time headway, speed, and transverse distribution
of the traffic flow, which are subjected to a statistical analysis.
Using the actual statistical parameters measured from a
random traffic flow and based on the Monte Carlo method,
the bidirectional and multilane random traffic flow is simulated using a FORTRAN program. The influence line of
an objective suspender is loaded through the random traffic
flow loads to obtain the suspender stress process and the
stress spectrum is then obtained using the rainflow counting
method. Finally, a suitable S-N curve for the bridge suspender
is selected and the fatigue condition of the suspender is
analyzed using the Palmgren-Miner linear fatigue cumulative
damage criterion.

2. Bridge and SHMS
2.1. Bridge Description. The full length of the objective bridge
is 1,855 m. The upper structure of the main bridge comprises
a 3 × 210 m arch bridge (Figure 1). The arch rib system
comprises the main arch ribs, vice arch ribs, transverse
connecting rods between the main and vice arch ribs, and the
lateral braces of the vault. The main beam of the arch bridge
is a constant section with a steel-concrete composite beam
structure. The composite beam is a double-girder system
with a main longitudinal girder, medial horizontal beam,
end horizontal beam, and small longitudinal girder. The full
height and full width of the composite beam are 4.5 m and
37.7 m, respectively. The space between the main longitudinal
steel girders on both sides is 27.6 m, the space between
the horizontal steel beams is 4.25 m, and the thickness of
the concrete bridge deck is 26 cm. Tie bars are set inside
the longitudinal main steel girder. The space between the
suspenders along the arch bridge is 8.5 m. The upper and
lower ends of the suspenders are anchored in the main arch
rib and the main longitudinal steel girder, respectively. Each

suspending point is a single suspender and there are 114
suspenders on the whole bridge.
2.2. Structure Health Monitoring System. The structure health
monitoring system (SHMS) installed on the objective bridge
comprises a data acquisition and monitoring subsystem
(DAMS), inspection and maintenance subsystem (IMS), data
storage and management subsystem (DSMS), warning and
safety assessment subsystem (WSAS), and user interface subsystem (UIS). The DAMS mainly determines the load source
and the structural response. The load sources include the
wind load, temperature, vehicle load, and seismic activity. The
structural responses include the stress of the steel structure
and concrete structure, specific deflection of the bridge,
variation in the cable force (including the cable force of
sling, the cable force of the tie bar of the main bridge,
and the cable force of the external cable on the approach
bridge), and the vibration response of the structure (including
vibration monitoring of the main arch and main beam). The
SHMS comprises 347 sensors. The vehicle load acquisition
equipment (Figure 2) can collect many types of information
from vehicles that pass over the observed sections, such as the
vehicle speed, direction, license plate number, vehicle type,
passing time, axle weight, and the gross vehicle weight, which
can greatly improve the efficiency and precision of traffic load
surveys. Thus, based on the traffic information monitoring
and by reconstructing the traffic flow in simulations, the
stress variation and the fatigue characteristic of the bridge
suspenders under the actual vehicle loads can be analyzed in
the present study.

3. Survey of Traffic Conditions
Traffic flow data are acquired for 18 months after the SHMS
has been installed and put into operation. These data fully
reflected the actual conditions of the traffic loads. During
the analysis, some erroneous data are removed to ensure that
the data reflected the true conditions of the traffic loads. In
addition, by referring to the UK standards, vehicles weighing
≥3 tons are classified as trucks and the effect of cars on the
bridge fatigue characteristics is omitted.
3.1. Traffic Flow Characteristics. Traffic flow can be divided
into daily traffic and hourly traffic. The daily traffic represents
the variation in the daily traffic flow during a week and the
hourly traffic represents the variation in the traffic flow at each
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Figure 2: Installation positions of vehicle load acquisition system on bridge.
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time of day. Thus, it is reasonable to combine both to analyze
the variation in the actual traffic flow. Figure 3 shows that
the overall distribution of the daily traffic flow declined from
Monday to Sunday over a two-week period. In addition, there
are major differences in the daily traffic flow between the first
week and the second week, where the maximum daily traffic
is ca 32,000 in the first week but only 24,000 in the second
week. Furthermore, the total traffic flow had a regular pattern
at each time of the day (Figure 4), with a peak at about 09:00,
a second peak at about 18:00, and a maximum traffic flow
per time interval of ca 2700. Based on the distribution of the
traffic flow, two-axle vehicles comprised 97.7% of the total and
the vehicle number decreased with the axle number (Table 1).

Daily traffic/sets

Table 1: Traffic flow distributions for vehicles with different axle
numbers during two weeks.
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Figure 3: Daily traffic flow.

3.2. Types of Trucks. The effect of small vehicles on bridge
performance is very low; thus only trucks are considered in
studies of vehicle types and their distributions. Based on the
axle space and axle type characteristics determined from the
data, the trucks are classified as typical vehicle types. Tables
2 and 3 present the axle weight and axle space data. Some
vehicles are removed during the classification and extraction
of the vehicle types, such as vehicles with seven axles or more,
due to measurement errors and illegal modifications. The
results of the vehicle type analysis show that trucks accounted
for 19.52% of the total traffic flow, where two-axle heavy
trucks and two-axle large buses comprised a high percentage,
thereby reflecting the typical characteristics of urban road
traffic.

construction and their weight. According to the vehicle type
classifications, the probability distribution patterns for the
gross vehicle weights of different vehicle types are determined, thereby providing the basis for precise simulations
of the measured traffic flow. Other studies have shown that
the traffic load may comprise no loads, half loads, and full
loads, and the gross vehicle weight probability distribution
has a multimodal distribution [20–23], which can be viewed
as a linear combination of different probability distributions.
Suppose that the probability density function of the 𝑖th
vehicle load is 𝑓𝑋(𝑥). The probability densities of 𝑛 traffic
loads are combined linearly and the probability density
function of the traffic load can then be expressed as

3.3. Gross Vehicle Weight. Different vehicle types have various
effects on bridges because of the differences in vehicle

𝑓𝑋 (𝑥) = ∑𝑝𝑖 𝑓𝑖 (𝑥) ,

𝑛

𝑖=1

(1)
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Table 2: Vehicle classification and axle weight statistics.

Vehicle classification
Vehicle type
Axle diagram

Ratio

Axle 1

V21
V22
V23
V31
V32
V41
V42
V51
V61
V62

1.71%
8.81%
5.91%
0.54%
0.60%
0.90%
0.36%
0.34%
0.20%
0.15%

(1.89, 0.54)
(3.40, 1.55)
(5.05, 1.33)
(4.36, 1.42)
(7.68, 3.26)
(6.85, 3.18)
(4.10, 0.76)
(5.55, 1.24)
(4.24, 0.61)
(5.59, 0.88)

Average value and deviation of axle weight (t)
Axle 5
Axle 2
Axle 3
Axle 4
(2.30, 1.80)
(7.74, 6.57)
(9.84, 3.30)
(4.48, 2.15)
(13.66, 9.08)
(7.44, 3.50)
(12.03, 4.29)
(12.53, 4.61)
(4.40, 1.35)
(8.42, 3.80)

(1.37, 7.17)
(13.74, 9.50)
(13.97, 9.67)
(11.96, 4.79)
(11.47, 4.56)
(11.29, 4.99)
(7.98, 3.57)

Axle 6

(15.25, 9.15)
(11.87, 4.65)
(10.75, 4.16) (11.23, 4.17)
(9.61, 4.95) (9.71, 4.75) (10.49, 5.19)
(9.59, 5.59) (9.24, 5.18) (10.30, 5.54)

Table 3: Vehicle classification and axle space statistics.

Vehicle type
V21
V22
V23
V31
V32
V41
V42
V51
V61
V62

Vehicle classification
Axle diagram

Ratio

Axle 1

1.71%
8.81%
5.91%
0.54%
0.60%
0.90%
0.36%
0.34%
0.20%
0.15%

(2.98, 0.35)
(4.72, 0.73)
(6.64, 0.84)
(2.10, 0.74)
(5.07, 1.40)
(2.02, 0.52)
(3.80, 0.39)
(3.73, 0.76)
(1.93, 0.34)
(3.48, 0.55)

where ∑𝑛𝑖=1 𝑝𝑖 = 1. In general, the form of the above probability density function 𝑓𝑖 (𝑥) can differ, which can be
determined according to the fit of the measured vehicle loads.
In the present study, 𝑓𝑖 (𝑥) has the same form as probability
density functions such as the normal distribution and lognormal distribution, but the statistical parameters are different. The parameters are estimated using the most common
and the effective expectation maximum (EM) algorithm.
Previous studies have shown that satisfactory results can be
obtained using the EM algorithm for parameter estimation in
mixed distribution models [24]. In our study, we fitted mixed
distribution functions with different probability distributions
to the gross vehicle weights of different vehicle types using
the Kolmogorov-Smirnov (K-S) test as a goodness of fit test
for the cumulative distribution function. The best results were
obtained using a third-order mixed log-normal distribution
to fit two-axle vehicles and a third-order mixed normal
distribution to fit three-axle, four-axle, five-axle, and six-axle
vehicles (Figure 5). In particular, the good fit of the mixed
model probability distribution to the tail distribution avoided
the poor results obtained when using first-order and secondorder mixed model distributions for fitting. Table 4 shows the
parameters of the probability distributions for various vehicle
types. The gross weight distribution shows that the trucks

Average value and deviation of axle space (m)
Axle 2
Axle 3
Axle 4

(5.75, 1.27)
(1.54, 0.58)
(4.76, 0.99)
(6.83, 1.01)
(6.60, 1.40)
(2.74, 0.52)
(1.46, 0.22)

(1.41, 0.25)
(1.37, 0.10)
(1.43, 0.70)
(6.56, 1.37)
(6.97, 1.72)

(1.35, 0.25)
(1.37, 0.21)
(1.39, 0.21)

Axle 5

(1.37, 0.22)
(1.38, 0.21)

mostly had no loads, full loads, and overloads, although very
few had half loads in this study.
3.4. Axle Weights of Vehicle. Previous studies have shown
that coaches and trucks with two axles and more than four
wheels cause the most structural damage to bridges and
roads, whereas little damage is caused by other trucks [25].
Trucks with two axles and more than four wheels can be
classified as whole vehicles, semitrailers, and full trailers.
According to the vehicle type database, the common axle
types of vehicle can be classified as one axle, two axles, and
three axles, and the common wheel types can be classified as
single wheel and double wheel. By combining these vehicle
types, the following common combinations of axle and wheel
types can be obtained: one axle and single wheel (A1), one axle
and double wheel (A2), two axle and double wheel (A3), and
three axle and double wheel (A4) (Figure 6).
To further understand the vehicle load patterns, the
relationships between the GVW and the axle weights of
various vehicle types are analyzed using scatter plots, with the
gross weight on the 𝑥-axis and the axle load and axle group
weight on the 𝑦-axis. The scatter plot data are then fitted
by a linear regression. The results show that the relationship
between the gross vehicle weight and the axle load is linear
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Table 4: Parameters of the mixed probability distribution for GVW.

Truck type Distribution type
V21
V22
V23
V31
V32
V41
V42
V51
V61
V62

Lognormal
Lognormal
Lognormal
Normal
Normal
Normal
Normal
Normal
Normal
Normal

𝑡

First distribution
𝑢
sig

0.35
0.20
0.15
0.54
0.45
0.16
0.12
0.12
0.19
0.26

1.14
1.26
2.18
12.56
16.80
14.29
13.68
17.32
17.71
20.22

0.04
0.12
0.41
3.16
4.86
1.47
1.19
1.96
1.63
2.68
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Figure 4: Hourly traffic flow.

(Figure 7). In Figure 8, the two front axles (A1 and A2) of V31
and V41 are one axle and single wheel, and their distribution
patterns are the same; thus the same straight line is fitted. The
results showed that the linear relationship between the axle
load and the gross weight is not absolute and it is related to
the vehicle type. When the vehicle type is omitted, the linear
relationship is changed or disappears.
3.5. Headway and Speed. The movement of vehicles traveling
on roads can be classified into free flow and following flow.
When the movement of a vehicle is not affected by the
vehicles moving in front, it can be referred to as free flow,
but otherwise it is known as following flow. According to
a study of the traffic load code used in Chinese highway
bridge design, the headways for the free flow state and
following flow state follow Gamma distributions based on
actual measurement data [28]. Other studies have shown

Second distribution
𝑡
𝑢
sig
0.46
0.76
0.83
0.43
0.27
0.58
0.63
0.83
0.80
0.72

1.32
2.37
2.73
25.52
35.11
35.97
44.90
54.81
56.85
61.27

0.12
0.52
0.17
7.16
7.23
12.86
7.24
11.11
12.98
14.87

Third distribution
𝑡
𝑢
sig
0.19
0.04
0.02
0.03
0.27
0.26
0.26
0.05
0.01
0.01

1.87
3.43
3.36
47.15
65.16
77.78
39.92
74.25
100.61
117.69

0.42
0.14
0.23
8.44
10.11
6.72
13.46
11.02
3.41
5.87

that the traffic loads of medium and small span bridges are
controlled by free flows whereas those of large-span bridges
are controlled by following flows [29–31]. According to the
variation in the traffic flow during a day, the headway that
vehicles travel during one day is classified into free flow and
following flow according to different time intervals, where
the free flow occurs at time intervals with a low density of
traffic flow, that is, 00:00–05:00 and 22:00–24:00, and the
following flow occurs at time intervals with a high density
of traffic flow, that is, 08:00–11:00 and 14:00–18:00, while the
headway characteristics of other time intervals vary between
the free flow and the following flow. From the headway
results obtained in the present study, the maximum is 1,200 s
but most of the headways were <3 s; thus the range of the
distribution is relatively wide. In practical applications of
traffic loads, the superposition of the load effects of two
adjacent vehicles is meaningless after the headway exceeds a
specific level. Therefore, a time headway distribution pattern
of <50 s is considered in the present study. Various probability
distributions such as the negative exponential distribution,
shifted negative exponential distribution, Erlang distribution,
M3 distribution, Weibull distribution, log-normal distribution, and Gamma distribution are used for fitting and the KS test which is used for the goodness of fit test. The results
show that the time headway of the following flows followed
a log-normal distribution and the time headway of free flows
followed a Gamma distribution, as shown in Table 5.
Vehicle speed is an important parameter that determines
the start and end position of a vehicle in the traffic flow and
it is also an important factor for determining the load effect
of traffic. Different speeds produce variable effects when the
same vehicles pass over a bridge. Thus, it is necessary to
determine the vehicle speed distribution patterns based on
the actual data so the effect of vehicle speed can be considered
when simulating the traffic flow and analyzing the load effect
of the traffic flow. Figure 8 shows the analysis of the actual
vehicle speed data, which demonstrates that the vehicle speed
followed a normal distribution, and the specific parameters
are shown in Table 6.
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Figure 5: Probability distribution of GVW for different truck types.

Table 5: Probability distribution types and parameters for the
headways.
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Figure 6: Common axle types [26, 27].

3.6. Transverse Distribution of the Traffic Flow. The transverse
distribution of vehicle loads is an important factor that
determines the load effect of vehicles [12]. In the design
standards of bridges in China, the transverse distribution
of a vehicle is considered in a load layout with respect
to the most adverse positions in the transverse direction
using the multilane transverse distribution coefficient to

Headway
Lane 1
Free flow
Following flow
Lane 2
Free flow
Following flow

Distribution type

𝛼

𝛽

Gamma
log-normal

1.85
1.56

10.75
0.878

Gamma
log-normal

1.38
0.83

8.74
0.58

account for the load effect, where this coefficient is studied
under the hypothesis that vehicle loads are uncorrelated in
various lanes [12]. However, previous studies have shown
that different vehicle types all occupied their usual lanes
when actual vehicles are considered and the traffic flow
compositions generally differed among lanes [12]. Table 7
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Figure 7: Relationships between GVW and axle weights of various vehicle types.
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Table 6: Parameters of the Gaussian distribution for speed with
different flow states.
Lane 1

State
Free flow
Following flow

𝜇
54.68
45.86

Lane 2
𝜎
16.23
19.20

𝜇
58.12
45.02

𝜎
10.75
9.23

Figure 9: FE model of objective bridge.

Table 7: Transverse distribution of the traffic flow.
Axle
number

V21 V22 V23 V31 V32 V41 V42 V51 V61 V62

Lane 1
Lane 2

0.60 0.23 0.09 0.02 0.01 0.02 0.01 0.02 0.01 0.01
0.54 0.21 0.08 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01

shows the transverse distribution for various vehicle types in
two lanes.

4. Analysis of Stress Variation
To analyze the fatigue life of suspenders, the stress spectrum
of suspenders must first be obtained. Acquiring actual measurements is the most direct method for obtaining the stress
spectrum of suspenders, where the measurement points are
positioned along the suspender to allow dynamic sampling
and long-term monitoring of the stress process. However,
the cost of obtaining actual measurements is very high and
the process is time consuming, while the stress sampling
process is limited. Given these many adverse factors, a
computer-based simulation analysis method is developed in
this study. First, a spatial finite element model of the bridge is
constructed to obtain the influence line of the internal force
of a suspender. Second, using the actual statistical parameters
of the random traffic flow derived from measurements and
based on the Monte Carlo method, random traffic flows
traveling in multiple lanes in either direction are simulated

Figure 10: Influence line of shortest suspender.

with a FORTRAN program. Third, the influence line of the
objective suspender is loaded to obtain the stress process for
the suspender and the stress spectrum is then obtained via
the cyclic statistics of the stress process. Finally, the fatigue
condition of the suspender is analyzed by selecting a suitable
S-N curve for the suspenders using the Palmgren-Miner
linear fatigue cumulative damage criterion.
4.1. Finite Element (FE) Model. In this study, the Midas
software is used to build a spatial model of the objective
bridge. Figure 9 shows the FE model. The elements and
quantities used for structural modeling are shown in Table 8.
The shortest suspender on the side of the midspan is
selected as the subject of the analysis and its influence line
is extracted for a lane. Figure 10 shows the influence line.
4.2. Traffic Simulation. The actual traffic situation is very
complex, where the difference in vehicle types is great and
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Table 8: Element types and numbers in FE model.
Substructure

Element type

Element number

Main arch

Beam

132

Vice arch

Beam

120

Suspender

Elements only
tensioned
Beam

130
414

Vice longitudinal girder

Beam

284

Transverse girder

Beam

572

Elements only
tensioned
Beam

16

Beam

102

Main longitudinal girder

Tie bar cable
Transverse bracing
Connecting rod

9

complex traffic conditions may occur such as traffic jams and
overtaking. If a random traffic flow is simulated faithfully
according to the actual situation, this requires a considerable
amount of programming work and the arithmetic speed
is also restricted by the computer’s performance. In the
present study, the effects of complex traffic conditions, such
as traffic jams and overtaking, on the fatigue analysis are
not considered. Therefore, when simulating the traffic loads,
following travel is assumed and there are no traffic jams or
overtaking. The traffic flow in self-lanes is independent. Some
parameters, such as the headway, vehicle type, GVW, and axle
space, are uncorrelated random variables that followed the
measured distributions. The steps employed to produce the
random traffic flow are as follows.

Start

Enter the statistical distribution
parameters of real traffic ﬂow

Vehicle model
simulation

Headway
simulation

Axle space
simulation

Vehicle weight
simulation

Axle weight
simulation
Accumulated
duration of traffic
No flow exceeds
required duration?
Yes

Axle load
sequence

End

Figure 11: Flowchart of random traffic flow simulation program.

Start

Read axle load sequence data
and inﬂuence line data

Calculate the axle load sequence
location of current step

(1) According to the following flow parameters for different lanes, a log-normal distribution is sampled to
obtain the time headway, which is then converted into
the distance headway according to the vehicle speed.

Calculate the accumulated stress
of hanger under axle load within
the range of inﬂuence line

(2) According to the actual ratio of vehicle types, a
uniform distribution is sampled to obtain the vehicle
types.

Axle load sequence
moves step forward

(3) According to the actual distributions of different
vehicle types, a multimodal normal distribution or
a log-normal distribution is sampled to obtain the
GVW. The axle load is obtained according to the fitted
relationship between the GVW and the axle weight.

No

Traffic ﬂow completely passes
through the inﬂuence line area?
Yes
End

(4) According to the actual axle spaces of different vehicle
types, a uniform distribution is sampled to obtain the
axle space. And the total vehicle length is calculated.

Figure 12: Flowchart showing calculation of suspender stress.

(5) If the traffic flow time is less than the assumed value,
step (1) is repeated. If the spacing of the next vehicle
is less than the total length of the previous vehicle,
the total length of the previous vehicle will replace the
spacing.

4.3. Stress Process and Stress Spectrum of Suspender. The
random traffic flow moves across the bridge step by step. At
each load step, all of the load responses of the axle load within
the range of the influence line are superposed to obtain the
total response value of the suspender stress in the current
step. The fatigue stress process of the suspender is obtained
after the vehicle passed over the bridge. The stress process
is also calculated using the FORTRAN language. Figure 12
shows the flowchart of the program.

According to these steps, the random traffic flow used for
fatigue analysis is produced automatically in the FORTRAN
language. Figure 11 shows a flow diagram of the program.
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The stress process refers to the variation in stress during a
time interval. The stress spectrum of fatigue is obtained using
the statistics from the stress process. Many statistical methods
can be used to analyze the stress process. In this study, the
rainflow counting method is used.
4.4. Calculation of Fatigue Damage. At present, it is still
uncertain which method is the most reasonable for analyzing
cyclic loading to determine the cumulative damage to a
structure. The linear fatigue cumulative damage theory of
Palmgren and Miner is generally used in fatigue analysis
of bridge structures [32]. The fatigue damage degree of a
component defined by the Miner criterion under variable
amplitude loads is
𝑘

𝑛𝑖
,
𝑖=1 𝑁𝑖

𝐷=∑

(2)

where 𝑛𝑖 is the time of the stress amplitude Δ𝜎𝑖 , 𝑁𝑖 is the
time of fatigue failure in a cyclic test, and Δ𝜎𝑖 is a constant
amplitude stress, which is relevant to the fatigue life for
a stress amplitude of Δ𝜎𝑖 in the S-N curve of the fatigue
test. When 𝐷 ≥ 1, the components are destroyed. The SN relationships of suspenders are obtained via a previously
described fatigue test [33]:
Δ𝜎𝑖 = 12800𝑁𝑖0.27 ,

(3)

where the unit of stress amplitude Δ𝜎𝑖 is MPa. After formula
(3) is substituted into formula (2), formula (4) can be
obtained:
𝑘

𝐷=∑

𝑛𝑖

𝑖=1 (Δ𝜎𝑖 /12800)

1/0.27

.

(4)

A stress cycle with variable amplitude is generally equivalent to that with constant amplitude. The equivalence principle states that the fatigue accumulation at constant amplitude
with equivalent stress 𝐷eq is the same as that with variable
amplitude under the same load cycles; that is,
𝐷eq =

𝑘
∑𝑘𝑖=1 𝑛𝑖
𝑛𝑖
=∑
,
1/0.27
𝑁eq
𝑖=1 (Δ𝜎 /12800)

(5)

𝑖

where 𝑁eq is the relevant fatigue life for the equivalent stress
amplitude Δ𝜎eq . 𝑁eq is solved using formula (5) and then
substituted into formula (2). The calculated formula for the
equivalent stress amplitude Δ𝜎𝑖 can then be obtained as
0.27

Δ𝜎eq = (

(∑𝑘𝑖=1 𝑛𝑖 )

∑𝑘𝑖=1 (𝑛𝑖 /Δ𝜎𝑖 1/0.27 )

0.27

)

.

(6)

5. Results and Discussions
The random traffic flows are simulated for 24 hours according
to the method described above. To verify the characteristics of the random traffic flow produced according to the

distribution of the actual traffic flow, statistical analyses are
performed using sampling parameters for the random traffic
flow over a period of 24 hours, including the headway, vehicle
type ratio, and GVW of various vehicle types. Figure 13 shows
the results of the statistical analyses, which demonstrate that
the GVWs of various vehicle types in the random traffic flow
all agreed with those of the actual traffic flow.
Figure 14 shows the stress process for Number 1 (shortest)
and Number 10 (longest) suspenders under the random
traffic flow, which demonstrates that the stress on Number
1 suspender varies in the range of 378–400 MPa and that on
Number 10 suspender varies in the range of 369–400 MPa.
The difference in the minimum value for Number 1 and
Number 10 suspenders is about 10 MPa, but the stress ranges
have little difference.
The distribution of the stress amplitude is obtained based
on a statistical analysis of the stress process, as shown
in Figure 15. According to the statistical results, the stress
amplitudes under the random traffic flow are very small,
where the maximum stress amplitude is less than 24 MPa for
Number 1 suspender and the maximum stress amplitude is
less than 30 MPa for Number 10 suspender, while the 90%
stress amplitude is less than 10 MPa.
According to formula (6), the equivalent stress amplitudes of the suspenders are calculated under variable amplitude loads. The equivalent stress amplitudes of various
suspenders are shown in Figure 16. The equivalent stress
amplitudes for 10 suspenders ranged from 7.41 to 9.65 MPa.
In addition, the dead load stress is also shown in Figure 16; it
can be seen that the live load stress amplitude is very small
compared with the overall stress value and it only accounted
for about 2% of the total stress. These results show that the
fatigue damage to suspenders on the objective bridge is very
low under the present vehicle loads.
It should be noted that this fatigue analysis is based on the
current traffic levels. The traffic flow will increase with the
service time of the bridge, while the fatigue performance of
the steel wires in the suspenders may degenerate due to the
corrosive environment. Thus, although the fatigue damage
is low in the current conditions, they should be considered
seriously during the later maintenance management of the
bridge.

6. Conclusions
(1) In this study, 347 sensors are positioned in the SHMS
of the objective bridge and the vehicle load acquisition
equipment is embedded in the system to acquire the vehicle
loads, as well as obtaining further information about the
vehicles that passed over the observed section, such as the
vehicle speed, direction, plate number, vehicle type, passing
time, axle weight, and gross vehicle weight. This greatly
improves the efficiency and accuracy of the traffic load survey.
(2) The traffic flow on the objective bridge mainly comprises ten types of truck (trucks accounted for 19.52% of
the total traffic), where the gross vehicle weights of two-axle
vehicles follow a third-order mixed log-normal distribution
and those of three-axle, four-axle, five-axle, and six-axle
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Figure 13: GVW probability distributions for simulated traffic flow.
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vehicles follow a third-order mixed normal distribution. The
gross vehicle weights of various vehicle types with different
axle weights have a linear relationship. The headway of the
following flow conforms to a log-normal distribution while
that of the free flow has a Gamma distribution. The vehicle
speed follows a normal distribution.
(3) Using the Monte Carlo method, the random traffic
flow is simulated according to a statistical analysis of the
data obtained. Based on the loading of the influence line
in a random traffic flow, the stress spectrum is obtained
according to the cyclic statistics of the stress process. The
fatigue conditions of the bridge suspenders are analyzed
according to the Palmgren-Miner linear fatigue cumulative
damage criterion. The results show that the equivalent stress
amplitude of the fatigue load due to vehicles is only 9.65 MPa,
which accounts for about 2% of the total force, thereby
demonstrating that the suspender fatigue damage is low
under the current traffic load.
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of the authors and they do not necessarily reflect the views of
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